
Abstract
Neighborhood deprivation plays an important role in child-

hood health and development, but defining the appropriate neigh-
borhood definition presents theoretical as well as practical chal-
lenges. Few studies have compared neighborhood definitions out-
side of highly urbanized settings. The purpose of the current study
was to evaluate how various administrative and ego-centric neigh-
borhood definitions may impact measured exposure to deprivation
across the urban-rural continuum. We do so using the Family Life
Project, a prospective longitudinal population-based sample of
families living in North Carolina and Pennsylvania (USA), which
also sets the stage for future investigations of neighborhood

impacts on childhood health and development. To measure neigh-
borhood deprivation, a standardized index of socioeconomic
deprivation was calculated using data from the 2007-2011
American Community Survey. Families’ residential addresses
when children were 2 months of age (n=1036) were geocoded and
overlaid onto a deprivation index layer created at the census block
group level to construct multiple administrative and ego-centric
neighborhood definitions. Friedman tests were used to compare
distributions of neighborhood deprivation across these neighbor-
hood definitions within urbanized areas, urban clusters, and rural
areas. Results indicated differences in urbanized areas (Chi-
square=897.75, P<0.001) and urban clusters (Chi-square=687.83,
P<0.001), but not in rural areas (Chi-square=13.52, P=0.332).
Findings imply that in urban areas, choice of neighborhood defi-
nition impacts measured exposure to neighborhood deprivation.
Although exposure to neighborhood deprivation appears to be less
sensitive to neighborhood definition in rural areas, researchers
should apply theoretical reasoning to choose appropriate defini-
tions of children’s neighborhood. 

Introduction
Understanding the role of neighborhood context is an impor-

tant goal across multiple facets of early childhood research includ-
ing the investigation of health and developmental outcomes as
well as early care and education (Minh et al., 2017; Leventhal,
2018; Lin and Madill, 2019). Neighborhood socioeconomic con-
ditions have been shown to be an important facet of the neighbor-
hood context in childhood that predicts achievement, socioemo-
tional, and behavioral outcomes (Leventhal, 2018). In a recent
scoping review of 42 studies examining neighborhood effects on
child development, 34 studies examined some measure of neigh-
borhood socioeconomic status such as neighborhood poverty and
the majority found that higher neighborhood poverty or depriva-
tion was related to poorer developmental outcomes (Minh et al.,
2017).

Defining the appropriate neighborhood definition that correct-
ly aligns with the phenomenon being studied presents theoretical
as well as practical challenges, including that neighborhoods have
been conceptualized in a variety of ways from distinct geographic
spaces, to communities of individuals. Researchers often use the
best available data, or data at census geographies or administrative
units that are easily accessible and make the assumption that the
data represented at that geography correspond to what they are
attempting to measure (Fowler and Jensen, 2020). Within the field
of child development, most studies relating neighborhood factors
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to early childhood development have also relied solely on admin-
istrative boundaries, primarily census boundaries (e.g., census
tracts), to define neighborhoods (Minh et al., 2017), similar to the
broader literature on neighborhoods and health (Duncan et al.,
2018). Imprecise and atheoretical definitions of neighborhood con-
texts are problematic, however; they are problematic not only
because they may lead to inaccurate descriptions of the contexts in
which children are living, known as spatial misclassification, but
also because they lead to conflicting findings regarding relations
between children’s neighborhood context and their health and
developmental outcomes (Duncan et al., 2014). While these chal-
lenges are not the specific focus of this study, they have been dis-
cussed elsewhere in detail (De Marco & De Marco, 2010; Duncan
et al., 2018). Briefly, the modifiable areal unit problem  (MAUP)
describes how the estimate of exposure based on spatial units (in
this case neighborhood) changes based on the zone and size of the
areal definition. For example, when census tracts are used as the
definition of neighborhood , the measurement of exposures may be
less accurate for an individual who lives on the border of that tract
than for an individual who lives in the center of that tract. The
MAUP may also impact correlations between variables derived
from an improperly defined scale, as the scale used increases mis-
interpretations of correlation between variables may occur. Edge
effects also highlight how people can travel across the defined bor-
ders of a neighborhood which may lead to distortion in their mea-
sured exposure to a certain aspect of the neighborhood (Ripley,
1981; Fortney et al., 2000). A similar but distinct spatial phe-
nomenon, the uncertain geographic context problem, describes the
uncertainty around which geographic contexts may actually influ-
ence individuals’ health and development (Kwan, 2013). To illus-
trate, in trying to estimate the effect of a child’s neighborhood on
their development of academic skills, there is uncertainty as to
whether examining characteristics of the home neighborhood
would be most important or whether investigating exposures in the
school neighborhood would be most important. Furthermore, indi-
viduals may spend significant time outside of their residential
neighborhoods and the characteristics of these activity spaces may
greatly differ from those of their residential neighborhoods (Zenk
et al., 2011). 

It is important to note that the unit of analysis, and selection
criteria for what constitute a neighborhood often have strengths
and weaknesses. Administrative units are geographically bounded
areas that are explicitly delineated by local, state, or federal gov-
ernment entities, making these units policy-relevant. While admin-
istrative units may not be the most representative of areas in which
individuals spend time and move throughout their day (as high-
lighted by spatial misclassification bias), they are widely used, and
also represent geographies in which public funds are allocated.
Egocentric buffers created around geocoded addresses offer a more
individually targeted neighborhood definition that may more
closely align to the individual lived experience; again the full
breadth of this has been discussed in more depth elsewhere
(Duncan et al., 2018).

Despite the importance of considering the role of the chosen
neighborhood definition, few studies have investigated the extent
to which measured exposure to deprivation is dependent upon the
neighborhood definition that is chosen. Among the studies that
have investigated this issue, to our best knowledge all have relied
solely on comparing various administrative boundaries and have
been conducted in urban settings (Schuurman et al., 2007;
Dumedah et al., 2008; Cabrera-Barona et al., 2016). A handful of

urban-based studies have examined the ways in which various
neighborhood exposures (e.g., tobacco outlets) differ across both
egocentric and administrative neighborhood definitions (Duncan et
al., 2014; Vallée & Shareck, 2014; Östh et al., 2015; Sluiter et al.,
2015; Perchoux et al., 2016). However, almost 20% of the United
States population, including over 13 million children, live in rural
areas. 

Few studies have examined neighborhoods in rural areas and
much more work is needed to understand the ways in which neigh-
borhood definition is related to measured exposure to neighbor-
hood deprivation in these non-urban areas (De Marco & De Marco,
2010). Non-urban areas present unique geographies that require
distinct considerations. Administratively defined neighborhoods
such as census tracts are geographically larger in rural areas which
makes it more difficult to assume homogeneity within the unit (De
Marco & De Marco, 2010). Heterogeneity within the neighbor-
hood unit can limit variation between neighborhoods and thus
make it more difficult to detect neighborhood effects (O’Campo,
2003; De Marco and De Marco, 2010; Duncan et al., 2018).
Furthermore, distances between neighbors and distances to basic
amenities may be larger in rural than in urban areas, necessitating
that ego-centric buffers be larger than have been traditionally used
in urban research. Alternatively, communities may be organized
around a central institution such as a church or a school, creating a
strong sense of social cohesion and a neighborhood definition
based on social ties rather than on an administratively defined geo-
graphic place (De Marco and De Marco, 2010). Overall, there is a
lack of consensus on how to best define rural neighborhoods.
Further work is needed to examine how different definitions of
neighborhood affect the level of contextual exposures in order to
inform investigations of how neighborhood context impacts the
development of children growing up in non-urban areas. 

The current study
The Family Life Project (FLP) is a population-based study that

provides a rich opportunity to explore how urban and rural neigh-
borhood context relates to many aspects of childhood development
and family functioning. The purpose of the current work was to
evaluate how various neighborhood definitions may impact mea-
sured exposure to deprivation across the urban-rural continuum,
providing a meaningful contribution to the literature. To this end
we use neighborhood metrics commonly used in health research,
both administrative (i.e., census tract, block group, and school dis-
trict) and egocentric geographical information system (GIS)
derived neighborhood definitions. For the current analysis we dis-
aggregated egocentric buffers into two groups, Euclidean and net-
work based. Euclidean, or straight-line distances have some
strengths in that they are computationally simple, have been used
in many research projects in the past (Duncan et al., 2014; Xu et
al., 2014) and represent a general area in which an individual
might experience the surrounding environment. However, net-
work, or street based approaches are likely more accurate as they
are calculated along physical features (the street network) that
individuals can walk, bike, or drive on. In this study, we created
both Euclidean and network based buffers at 0.5 mile/0.8 km, 1
mile/1.6 km, 2 mile/3.2 km, 3 mile/4.8 km, and 5 mile/8 km dis-
tances around individual geocoded addresses. Wider buffers were
included to account for the geographic spread of rural settings,
which as we mentioned has been rarely implemented in neighbor-
hood and health research. In line with past studies, we first exam-
ine correlations across these multiple administrative and egocen-
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tric neighborhood definitions, and we then examine
distributional/rank order differences in measured exposure to
neighborhood deprivation across these neighborhood scales and
zones (Duncan et al., 2014). In doing so, we separately examine
these differences across urbanized areas, urban clusters, and rural
areas.

Materials and methods

Sample
The FLP was designed to study families in areas of high child

rural poverty in two U.S. states (North Carolina and Pennsylvania).
Complex sampling procedures were used to recruit a representa-
tive sample of 1292 families at the time of the target child’s birth,
with low-income families in both states being over-sampled and
African Americans oversampled in North Carolina. [Families were
designated as low-income if reported household income was less
than or equal to two times the federal poverty threshold for a given
household size, use of social services requiring a similar income
requirement (e.g., food stamps, government programs for food
provision for women and children, public health care coverage),
and/or primary and secondary heads of household both of whom
had less than a school education (Willoughby et al., 2013).].
Further details of FLP sampling plan and recruitment procedures
are available in Vernon-Feagans et al. (2013). This study utilizes
data on families’ residential addresses (n=1036) when children
were 2 months of age. Missing data are a result of either residential
location information that could not be corroborated or residential
location information not being available.

Measures

Neighborhood deprivation index
There has been much discussion to date on appropriate meth-

ods for the creation of neighborhood deprivation indexes [neigh-
borhood deprivation index (NDI)], including the benefits and
shortcomings of data reduction techniques such as factor analysis
and principle components analysis, versus utilizing individual
variables (poverty for example) that may more directly align with
policy levers. Additionally, scholars have debated how to create
deprivation indexes for comparable use across studies (Messer et
al., 2006; Lian et al., 2016; Wan and Su, 2016). In this study, we
compute commonly used metrics of deprivation for the study area
of North Carolina and Pennsylvania to set the stage for future
investigations using this measure of neighborhood deprivation as a
potential explanatory variable in early childhood development and
family health and well-being. 

A deprivation index was calculated at the census block group
level. Census block groups are statistical divisions of census tracts,
are generally defined to contain 600 to 3,000 people, and are the
smallest geographical unit for which American Community Survey
data are available. Indicators of deprivation were calculated using
the American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year estimate data. The
input indicators measuring neighborhood disadvantage for these
analyses included: the percentage of individuals in the families’
block group reporting annual income below the federal poverty
level, the percentage of households that were female headed, the
percentage of the population that was less than 18 years of age, the

percent of the population who was over the age of 25 and had grad-
uated high school (reverse-scored), and the percentage of the labor
force that was unemployed. These measures were taken directly
from commonly used neighborhood deprivation indices and
specifically from prior work which has examined neighborhood
deprivation in the FLP sample (Finegood et al., 2017). Because
data were skewed, Z scores were created for each component vari-
able. A continuous index of neighborhood disadvantage was gen-
erated by taking the Z scores from each of the five indicators and
averaging the standardized indicators into a final index. 

Some considerations should be noted when using ACS data.
The ACS utilizes a rolling sample methodology so data are not
from a specific year, rather they are an aggregation across a certain
time frame. For example, we use 2011 ACS data, which is a 5-year
average of ACS data obtained from 2007-2011. The resulting NDI
will have the same potential accuracy issues and errors contained
within the American Community Survey data, and these errors
may be spatially autocorrelated. Full details of the sampling meth-
ods in the ACS are available from the U.S. Census (US Census
Bureau, April 2009). We chose these years of data to best line up
with the data from the FLP project. 

Neighborhood definitions
Participant families’ home addresses were geocoded and then

spatially linked to a suite of areal definitions of neighborhood
(Table 1). These areal definitions of neighborhood include: census
block groups, census tracts, and school districts. Additionally,
buffers were created around participants’ geocoded addresses,
using Euclidean (as the crow flies) distances, and network-based
distances at 0.5 mile/0.8 km, 1 mile/1.6 km, 2 mile/3.2 km, 3
mile/4.8 km, and 5 mile/8 km. These distances are commonly used
in and theoretically relevant for research in spatial epidemiology
(for reviews see (De Marco and De Marco, 2010; Duncan et al.,
2018). For example, some distances represent walkable areas in
urban settings whereas others represent the distance to obtain
goods or services in a dispersed rural setting. For census block
groups, the neighborhood deprivation index was a spatial join of
participant geocoded address locations, so if an address fell within
a block group it was assigned the neighborhood deprivation index
for that block group. For census tracts, school districts, network
buffers, and Euclidean buffers an area weighted average of the
block group level neighborhood deprivation index was calculated,
all geospatial analysis was conducted with ArcGIS version 10.8
(Beyer, 2012; Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI),
2019; R Core Team, 2017). The neighborhood deprivation index
was built for every block group in both NC and PA and as such is
relative to neighborhood deprivation levels across the two states. A
full discussion of definitions of neighborhood and the spatial con-
struction of neighborhood has been discussed elsewhere; here we
aimed to align early childhood development within this body of
research (De Marco and De Marco, 2010; Diez Roux and Mair,
2010; Crawford et al., 2014; Duncan et al., 2018; Hobbs et al.,
2018). 

Urban-rural classification
The Census Bureau classifies geographical areas into urban

and rural areas with urban areas being divided into urbanized areas
and urban clusters (US Census Bureau, February 2020). Urbanized
areas identify densely populated urban areas of 50,000 or more
people. Urban clusters are defined based on the same criteria as
urbanized areas but contain at least 2500 and less than 50,000 peo-
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ple. Rural areas include all population, housing, and territory out-
side of urban areas.

Statistical analysis
We first examined descriptive statistics for the neighborhood

deprivation index at each of the neighborhood definitions - census
block groups, census tracts, school districts, Euclidean buffers, and
network buffers. To examine the relative differences between
neighborhood deprivation across neighborhood definitions, we
calculated Spearman’s correlation coefficients which are more
robust when variables have a skewed distribution. Finally, we used
the Friedman test to compare overall differences in neighborhood
deprivation across the various neighborhood definitions. This
approach follows that of previous work examining how quantifica-
tion of neighborhood exposures differ across neighborhood defini-
tions (Duncan et al., 2014). When the null hypothesis was rejected

at the P<0.05 level, Dunn-Bonferroni post-hoc tests were used to
determine which neighborhood definitions led to differences in
measured exposure to neighborhood deprivation. We report adjust-
ed p-values for the post-hoc tests. Correlations and Friedman’s test
comparison were conducted separately for neighborhoods in
urbanized areas (n=376), urban clusters (n=333), and rural areas
(n=327). All analyses were conducted in SPSS 26.

Results
Figures 1 and 2 depict boxplots showing medians and distribu-

tions of neighborhood deprivation for all children across neighbor-
hood definitions in urbanized areas, urban clusters, and rural areas.
Table 2 presents means and standard deviations of the level of
neighborhood deprivation for children in each neighborhood defi-
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Table 1. Neighborhood definitions and why they matter for child development.

Neighborhood definition      How it is defined                                                                      An example of why it matters for child development

Census Tract -                                     Census tracts in the United States are designed for                                    The definition of a child care desert is based on the census tract:
administrative unit                            analyzing census data temporally. Typically tracts                                           A child care desert is any census tract with more than
                                                                 contain approximately 4000 people                                                                     50 children under age 5 that contains either no child care providers
                                                                 (generally they have a population size between                                             or so few options that there are more than three times as many
                                                                 2000 and 8000 people). Tracts are by nature designed                                 children as licensed child care slots (Malik and Hamm, 2017).
                                                                 to be homogenous spatial units with respect to population 
                                                                 characteristics that allow researchers to track trends 
                                                                 through time. Tracts are small subdivisions of a county.                              
Census Block Group -                       Census block group are a statistical subdivision of a census tract,           Funding for many programs that support optimal child development 
administrative unit                            typically bounded by physical features such as road, and represent        are allocated based on Census data, including WIC, SNAP, Head Start, 
                                                                 a cluster of census blocks within the same census tract.                            State Children’s Health Insurance Program, and the Child Care and 
                                                                 Typically, census block groups have a population of 600 to 3000                Development Grant (Hotchkiss and Phelan, 2017). 
                                                                 people with an average population of approximately 1000 residents.       Accurate Census Bureau data based on census geography enable 
                                                                                                                                                                                                        federal programs to fund initiatives by using population counts 
                                                                                                                                                                                                        and characteristics to target and distribute those funds.
School District -                                 School Districts data use the boundaries of all school districts                School attendance zones have been used in a variety of ways relevant to
administrative unit                            (Elementary, Secondary, and Unified) into a single file. Data come         child development research including Safe Routes to School (walkability
                                                                 from the U.S. Department of Education’s National Center for                  and connectivity that enable active commuting modes; Stewart, 2011)
                                                                 Education Statistics. School Districts are geographic entities                   and school segregation related to availability of resources (Richards, 2014).
                                                                 and governmental units that operate schools and provide 
                                                                 public educational services at the local level. 
                                                                 The Census Bureau uses school district boundaries 
                                                                 to develop annual estimates of children in poverty 
                                                                 in determination for the annual allocation of Title 
                                                                 I funding to states and school districts.                                                             
Euclidean Buffer                                Euclidean Buffers were created around participant geocoded                  Euclidean buffers have been used to examine where children spend their 
0.5, 1, 2 ,3, 5, mile -                             addresses, these are considered egocentric meaning they are                time. These geographic definitions are able to capture various distances
egocentric                                             responsive to the individual rather than based on population                  from home and what a child is accessing in each, for example schools,
                                                                 (Matthews, 2011). For example census tracts are population based       recreation areas, food outlets, and other residences (Chambers et al.,
                                                                 residentially defined units and are thus characteristic of the group,      2017). It is important to note that in rural settings buffers must be larger to
                                                                 rather than the individual. Egocentric approaches have garnered            capture these locations.
                                                                 support recently as more accurately representing the individual 
                                                                 lived experience.                                                                                                       
Network Buffer                                   Network Buffers were also created around participants home                 Network buffers are used when examining walkability to amenities or access
0.5, 1, 2 ,3, 5, mile -                             geocoded addresses, but rather than straight-line distances use           to food retailers, such as in Sadler’s work looking at adolescents’ access to
egocentric                                             the available street network data (roads). This approach may better     junk food outlets (Sadler et al., 2016).
                                                                 align with where participants are physically able to move throughout 
                                                                 the environment, although both Euclidean and network-based 
                                                                 approaches have strengths.                                                                                   
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nition. Visual inspection of the plots shows greater variation in
terms of both medians and distributions across neighborhood defi-
nitions in urbanized areas and urban clusters than in rural areas.
Variation in medians appears to be particularly pronounced in
urbanized areas whereas variation in distributions appears particu-
larly pronounced in urban clusters. Both medians and distributions
appear more stable across neighborhood definitions in rural areas.
In urbanized areas, median levels of deprivation appear to be lower
when neighborhood buffers are larger and higher at smaller neigh-
borhood geographies. 

Spearman correlation coefficients of neighborhood deprivation
across neighborhood definitions in urbanized areas, urban clusters,
and rural areas are shown in Tables 3-5. There were moderate to
strong correlations across all neighborhood definitions in urban-
ized areas (rs=0.37-0.93), urban clusters (rs=0.39-0.98), and rural
areas (rs=0.44-0.99). There was some indication that correlations

between administrative buffers and egocentric buffers tended to be
less influenced by egocentric buffer size in rural areas than in
urban areas. For example, in urbanized areas, correlations compar-
ing census tract and Euclidean 1 mile/1.6 km buffers were r=0.79
whereas correlations comparing census tract and Euclidean 5
mile/8 km buffers were r=0.37. In urban clusters, these correla-
tions were r=0.88 and r=0.67. In rural areas, however, these corre-
lations were much more similar: r=0.78 and r=0.86. The lowest,
although still moderate, correlations were between the smallest
geographies (i.e., census block groups and 0.5 mile/0.8 km buffers)
and school districts in rural areas (rs=0.435-0.491) and in urban
clusters (rs=0.386-0.508). In urbanized areas, these lower correla-
tions were similarly seen between the smallest geographies and
school districts (rs=0.394-0.433), although the lowest correlations
were between Euclidean 5 mile/8km buffers and census geogra-
phies (rs=0.366-0.387).

                                                                                                                                Article

Figure 1. Map depicting an example of urbanized areas, urban clusters, and rural areas. An example of Euclidean and network buffers
are shown overlaid in urbanized areas and rural areas. Network buffers are more similar to Euclidean buffers in urbanized areas than
in rural areas. Note: Participant address information not visualized in map.
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Results of the Friedman tests indicated that overall, distribu-
tions of neighborhood deprivation differed across the various
neighborhood definitions in urbanized areas (Chi-square=897.75,
P<0.001) and urban clusters (Chi-square=687.83, P<0.001), but
not in rural areas (Chi-square=13.52, P=0.332). Pairwise compar-
isons of neighborhood definitions in urbanized areas and urban
clusters (Table 6) demonstrate that there were significant differ-
ences in deprivation between most but not all neighborhood defi-
nitions. For example, in urbanized areas, census tract and
Euclidean 1 mile/1.6 km buffers resulted in similar levels of expo-
sure to neighborhood deprivation (P=1.000) whereas comparing
census tract and Euclidean 5 mile/8 km buffers resulted in different
levels of exposure to neighborhood deprivation (P<0.001).
Similarly, in urban clusters, census tract and Euclidean 1 mile
buffers resulted in similar levels of exposure to neighborhood

deprivation (P=0.109) whereas comparing census tract and
Euclidean 5 mile/8 km buffers resulted in different levels of expo-
sure to neighborhood deprivation (P<0.001). 

Discussion
While much research has sought to tease out the influence of

neighborhood on various health and developmental outcomes,
often researchers take an off the shelf approach to data using what
datasets are available to them. This ad hoc (and often theoretically
devoid) approach is problematic as it may lead to results that are
both inconclusive, and that may confound findings as the measured
exposure to neighborhood factors can change based on the zone

                   Article

Figure 2. Boxplots depicting medians and distributions of neighborhood deprivation for each neighborhood definition in urbanized
areas, urban clusters, and rural areas.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for neighborhood deprivation. 

                                                 Urbanized areas                                     Urban clusters                                         Rural areas
                                        Mean           SD            Range                  Mean         SD             Range                Mean         SD              Range

School District                          –0.16               0.30           [–0.57-0.27]                     0.05              0.24            [–0.46-0.44]                   0.12              0.28              [–0.57-0.44]
Census Tract                              0.18                0.54           [–0.69-1.72]                     0.34              0.71            [–0.78-2.23]                   0.11              0.35              [–0.74-0.68]
Census Block Group                 0.29                0.74           [–0.94-2.46]                     0.59              0.94            [–0.96-3.13]                   0.12              0.44              [–0.87-1.57]
Network 1/2 mile                       0.23                0.57            [–0.81-1.8]                      0.57              0.83            [–0.82-2.23]                   0.12              0.41               [–0.8-1.39]
Network 1 mile                          0.14                0.43           [–0.78-1.29]                     0.48              0.69             [–0.72-1.9]                    0.11              0.39              [–0.82-1.14]
Network 2 mile                          0.07                0.37           [–0.65-1.04]                     0.35              0.55            [–0.71-1.35]                   0.09              0.36              [–0.79-1.15]
Network 3 mile                         –0.01               0.33            [–0.6-0.71]                      0.26              0.43            [–0.68-1.15]                   0.09              0.34              [–0.75-1.06]
Network 5 mile                         –0.10               0.30           [–0.49-0.57]                     0.12              0.29            [–0.56-0.58]                   0.10              0.32              [–0.61-0.97]
Euclidean 1/2 mile                     0.20                0.52            [–0.8-1.57]                      0.52              0.78            [–0.76-2.02]                   0.11              0.40               [–0.8-1.13]
Euclidean 1 mile                        0.11                0.41           [–0.78-1.18]                     0.40              0.64            [–0.73-1.67]                   0.10              0.38              [–0.77-1.12]
Euclidean 2 mile                        0.00                0.35           [–0.64-0.84]                     0.27              0.47             [–0.7-1.12]                    0.09              0.35              [–0.76-1.14]
Euclidean 3 mile                      –0.07               0.33           [–0.54-0.61]                     0.18              0.36            [–0.65-0.77]                   0.09              0.32               [–0.7-1.08]
Euclidean 5 mile                      –0.13               0.33            [–0.49-0.5]                      0.08              0.27             [–0.48-0.5]                    0.09              0.30              [–0.51-0.92]
Note: Network and Euclidean buffer sizes are 0.5 mile/0.8 km, 1 mile/1.6 km, 2 mile/3.2 km, 3 mile/4.8 km, and 5 mile/8 km. SD, standard deviation.

Table 4. Correlations among exposure to neighborhood deprivation measured at various neighborhood definitions in urban clusters.

                                      1                 2               3              4               5               6              7              8              9            10             11          12

1. School District                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
2. Census Tract                      0.565**                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
3. Census Block Group        0.386**           0.720**                                                                                                                                                                                                
4. Network 1/2 mile               0.463**           0.776**        0.933**                                                                                                                                                                          
5. Network 1 mile                  0.533**           0.848**        0.866**       0.949**                                                                                                                                                     
6. Network 2 mile                  0.579**           0.852**        0.776**       0.844**        0.945**                                                                                                                                
7. Network 3 mile                  0.562**           0.817**        0.723**       0.786**        0.897**        0.975**                                                                                                          
8. Network 5 mile                  0.621**           0.693**        0.649**       0.696**        0.797**        0.892**      0.925**                                                                                      
9. Euclidean 1/2 mile            0.508**           0.820**        0.917**       0.984**        0.974**        0.893**      0.837**       0.750**                                                                 
10. Euclidean 1 mile             0.569**           0.875**        0.844**       0.922**        0.986**        0.959**      0.911**       0.818**       0.963**                                            
11. Euclidean 2 mile             0.589**           0.837**        0.759**       0.823**        0.925**        0.984**      0.983**       0.923**       0.878**     0.946**                          
12. Euclidean 3 mile             0.588**           0.773**        0.718**       0.777**        0.876**        0.949**      0.975**       0.971**       0.829**     0.894**        0.978**     
13. Euclidean 5 mile             0.717**           0.672**        0.598**       0.635**        0.730**        0.829**      0.851**       0.952**       0.690**     0.760**        0.860**     0.908**
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). Note: Network and Euclidean buffer sizes are 0.5 mile/0.8 km, 1 mile/1.6 km, 2 mile/3.2 km, 3 mile/4.8 km, and 5 mile/8 km.

Table 3. Correlations among exposure to neighborhood deprivation measured at various neighborhood definitions in urbanized areas.

                                       1                 2               3              4               5               6              7              8              9            10             11          12

1. School District                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
2. Census Tract                       0.424**                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
3. Census Block Group         0.394**          0.821**                                                                                                                                                                                                
4. Network 1/2 mile               0.419**          0.844**        0.917**                                                                                                                                                                          
5. Network 1 mile                  0.488**          0.825**        0.819**       0.931**                                                                                                                                                     
6. Network 2 mile                  0.504**          0.719**        0.717**       0.827**        0.932**                                                                                                                                
7. Network 3 mile                  0.641**          0.584**        0.614**       0.692**        0.778**        0.871**                                                                                                          
8. Network 5 mile                  0.794**          0.456**        0.469**       0.519**        0.610**        0.665**      0.815**                                                                                      
9. Euclidean 1/2 mile             0.433**          0.840**        0.883**       0.977**        0.958**        0.859**      0.722**       0.544**                                                                 
10. Euclidean 1 mile              0.487**          0.790**        0.780**       0.888**        0.976**        0.944**      0.824**       0.621**       0.933**                                            
11. Euclidean 2 mile              0.644**          0.622**        0.645**       0.737**        0.825**        0.906**      0.971**       0.797**       0.766**     0.867**                          
12. Euclidean 3 mile              0.763**          0.543**        0.561**       0.616**        0.694**        0.755**      0.921**       0.910**       0.643**     0.736**        0.904**     
13. Euclidean 5 mile              0.853**          0.366**        0.387**       0.414**        0.487**        0.553**      0.730**       0.910**       0.428**     0.504**        0.715**     0.841**
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). Note: Network and Euclidean buffer sizes are 0.5 mile/0.8 km, 1 mile/1.6 km, 2 mile/3.2 km, 3 mile/4.8 km, and 5 mile/8 km.
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and size of the neighborhood definition. By examining if the mea-
sured exposure of neighborhood deprivation differed by the neigh-
borhood definition used in the FLP this study addresses the afore-
mentioned issues; the first within early childhood development to
examine whether these differences occur across the urban to rural
spectrum. 

Overall, results demonstrated that in urbanized areas and urban
clusters, neighborhood deprivation varied to a statistically signifi-
cant degree based on the neighborhood definition used. These find-
ings are largely consistent with the theory of the modifiable areal
unit problem and past research which has shown that measurement
of exposures is sensitive to the size and zone of the neighborhood
definition in urban areas (Duncan et al., 2014). In measuring
neighborhood deprivation specifically, this study builds on past
work which found that the measurement of deprivation differs
depending on the size of the administrative buffer chosen
(Schuurman et al., 2007). Our post-hoc comparison results in

urbanized areas are also consistent with past work which found no
difference in deprivation exposure across census tracts and census
block groups in Quito, Ecuador (Cabrera-Barona et al., 2016),
although post-hoc comparisons did find differences in urban clus-
ters. The current study extends this prior work by comparing both
administrative and ego-centric neighborhood definitions of various
size and demonstrating that different definitions lead to differences
in measured exposure to neighborhood deprivation.

In rural areas, however, results suggested that measured expo-
sure to neighborhood deprivation was not dependent on neighbor-
hood definition. These results are consistent with visual inspection
of the medians and distributions of neighborhood deprivation
which appeared more stable across neighborhood definitions in
rural areas. No prior studies have investigated this specific ques-
tion in rural areas and few studies have compared neighborhood
definitions for other types of exposures in rural areas. This finding
is not entirely surprising in that administrative boundaries such as

                   Article

Table 5. Correlations among exposure to neighborhood deprivation measured at various neighborhood definitions in rural areas.

                                       1                2               3              4               5               6              7              8              9            10             11          12

1. School District                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
2. Census Tract                       0.643**                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
3. Census Block Group         0.435**          0.700**                                                                                                                                                                                                
4. Network 1/2 mile                0.472**          0.741**        0.940**                                                                                                                                                                          
5. Network 1 mile                   0.506**          0.769**        0.903**       0.983**                                                                                                                                                     
6. Network 2 mile                   0.552**          0.810**        0.864**       0.945**        0.976**                                                                                                                                
7. Network 3 mile                   0.583**          0.846**        0.830**       0.903**        0.935**        0.977**                                                                                                          
8. Network 5 mile                   0.597**          0.867**        0.752**       0.820**        0.851**        0.901**      0.955**                                                                                      
9. Euclidean 1/2 mile             0.491**          0.748**        0.939**       0.994**        0.985**        0.952**      0.913**       0.829**                                                                 
10. Euclidean 1 mile              0.533**          0.779**        0.899**       0.972**        0.989**        0.979**      0.949**       0.871**       0.982**                                            
11. Euclidean 2 mile              0.585**          0.841**        0.833**       0.908**        0.936**        0.971**      0.985**       0.944**       0.919**     0.960**                          
12. Euclidean 3 mile              0.585**          0.869**        0.763**       0.838**        0.869**        0.917**      0.965**       0.980**       0.848**     0.892**        0.971**     
13. Euclidean 5 mile              0.593**          0.856**        0.662**       0.728**        0.754**        0.807**      0.873**       0.958**       0.735**     0.778**        0.873**     0.946**
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). Note: Network and Euclidean buffer sizes are 0.5 mile/0.8 km, 1 mile/1.6 km, 2 mile/3.2 km, 3 mile/4.8 km, and 5 mile/8 km.

Table 6. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons from Friedman’s tests in urbanized areas (bottom left) and urban clusters (top right).

                                         1                2            3             4               5              6               7               8               9             10         11         12              13

1. School District                     --              –1.79*~   –3.84*~    –4.32*~       –4.06*~     –2.88*~       –2.00*~          –0.37          –3.93*~     –2.75*~ –1.42*~     –0.5                0.05
2. Census Tract                  –4.58*~             --          –2.05*~    –2.54*~       –2.27*~     –1.09*~          –0.22           1.42*~        –2.14*~       –0.96*       0.37       1.29*~          1.84*~
3. Census Block Group     –4.79*~          –0.21            --             –0.48             –0.22          0.96*           1.84*~          3.47*~           –0.09          1.09*~    2.42*~    3.34*~          3.90*~
4. Network 1/2 mile           –5.22*~         –0.64*        –0.43             --                 0.27          1.44*~          2.32*~          3.96*~             0.4            1.57*~    2.90*~    3.82*~          4.38*~
5. Network 1 mile              –4.91*~          –0.33         –0.12           0.31                 --            1.18*~          2.05*~          3.69*~            0.13           1.31*~    2.64*~    3.55*~          4.11*~
6. Network 2 mile              –4.16*~           0.42          0.63*        1.06*~           0.75*              --                0.87*           2.51*~        –1.05*~          0.13       1.46*~    2.38*~          2.93*~
7. Network 3 mile              –3.21*~         1.38*~      1.59*~      2.02*~          1.71*~         0.96*                --               1.64*~        –1.92*~       –0.75*       0.58       1.50*~          2.06*~
8. Network 5 mile              –1.51*~         3.07*~      3.28*~      3.71*~          3.40*~       2.65*~          1.69*~              --             –3.56*~     –2.38*~ –1.05*~    –0.14              0.42
9. Euclidean 1/2 mile        –4.78*~          –0.20          0.01            0.44               0.13          –0.62*         –1.58*~       –3.27*~             --              1.8*~     2.51*~    3.43*~          3.98*~
10. Euclidean 1 mile          –4.18*~           0.40          0.61*        1.04*~           0.73*          –0.02          –0.98*~       –2.67*~          0.60*               --         1.33*~    2.25*~          2.81*~
11. Euclidean 2 mile          –3.19*~         1.39*~      1.60*~      2.03*~          1.72*~         0.97*              0.01           –1.68*~        1.59*~        0.99*~         --           0.92*            1.47*~
12. Euclidean 3 mile          –1.95*~         2.63*~      2.84*~      3.27*~          2.96*~       2.21*~          1.26*~           –0.44           2.83*~        2.23*~    1.24*~         --                  0.56
13. Euclidean 5 mile           –0.77*          3.81*~      4.02*~      4.45*~          4.14*~       3.39*~          2.43*~          –0.74*          4.01*~        3.41*~    2.42*~    1.18*~               --
*Unadjusted P<0.05; ~Bonferroni corrected P<0.05. Note: Network and Euclidean buffer sizes are 0.5 mile/0.8 km, 1 mile/1.6 km, 2 mile/3.2 km, 3 mile/4.8 km, and 5 mile/8 km.
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block group area varies widely based on location of those block
groups in urban areas, urban clusters, and rural areas with relative-
ly larger boundaries in rural areas. For example, in our sample, the
mean size of block groups within urban areas was 0.8 square
miles/2.1 square km, those in urban clusters was 1.3 square
miles/3.4 square km, and those in rural areas was 16.3 square
miles/42.2 square km. Additionally, this means that a neighbor-
hood buffer of a given size encompasses fewer block groups in
rural areas than in urban areas. In our sample, 5 mile/8 km
Euclidean buffers located in rural areas intersected with a mean of
17.8 unique block groups whereas those in urban clusters intersect-
ed with a mean of 30.8 unique block groups, and those in urban-
ized areas intersected with 57.9. Thus in rural areas, disperse expo-
sures, such as neighborhood deprivation, which are aggregated
across block groups, would be expected to change more slowly as
geographic boundaries expand or change shape from Euclidean to
network buffers. These findings highlight the need for researchers
to carefully consider scale of the neighborhood unit, especially in
rural areas. 

Importantly, disperse exposures (such as neighborhood depri-
vation) are very different from point exposures (such as parks or
grocery stores) as point exposures can be counted within a certain
neighborhood geography. Point exposures are likely more sensitive
to different neighborhood geography types and sizes. For example,
most point exposures have to be reached by road networks and thus
using Euclidean or administrative buffers to capture the number of
exposures may lead to biased estimates. Thus non differences that
were found for rural areas and in some post-hoc comparisons in
urbanized areas and urban clusters may be specific to neighbor-
hood deprivation or to similar disperse exposures. Point exposure
may be more sensitive to neighborhood definition even in rural
areas. Also, given research showing how far some rural residents
have to travel to access amenities like grocery stores (Thatcher et
al., 2017) and for health care (Yaemsiri et al., 2019), buffer sizes
many need to be even larger to even have any exposure at all. This
may also suggest why there is no significant difference in depriva-
tion across neighborhood definitions in rural settings. 

A close examination of urbanized areas, shows that median
levels of deprivation appear to be lower when neighborhood
buffers are larger and higher at smaller neighborhood geographies.
This likely reflects that the high deprivation neighborhoods in
which participants from this sample live are smaller and more
densely populated geographies which border on more advantaged
neighborhoods. This pattern of racial and economic segregation in
urban areas may in part be a direct result of historic disinvestment
in certain neighborhoods through policies of institutional racism,
such as redlining (Kramer, 2018; Mitchell and Franco, 2018). In
post-hoc comparisons of various neighborhood definitions, we
also generally see that smaller (0.5 mile/0.8 km, 1 mile/1.6 km, and
some 2 mile/3.2 km) neighborhood buffers largely show no differ-
ences in comparisons with each other. Similarly, these smaller
buffers do not show differences from census tracts or block groups,
which would also tend to be geographically smaller in these more
densely populated urbanized areas.

In urban clusters, the post-hoc comparisons revealed a less
clear pattern. Null differences were found both among some of the
smaller neighborhood definitions as well as among most of the
larger 3 and 5 neighborhood definitions. In comparing administra-
tive buffers to person-centric buffers, for the most part, school dis-
tricts did not differ from the larger 3 mile/4.8 km and 5 mile/8 km
buffers and block groups were similar to the smaller 0.5 mile/0.8

km and 1 mile/1.6 km buffers. Census tracts, a commonly used
neighborhood definition in developmental research, differed from
all neighborhood definitions except for 1 mile/1.6 km and 2
mile/3.2 km Euclidean and 3 mile/4.8 km network buffers.

Implications and future directions
These findings have several implications for researchers seek-

ing to understand the role of neighborhood exposures in children’s
health and development. In rural areas, our results suggest that
neighborhood definition and scale largely may not impact mea-
sured exposure to neighborhood deprivation. Still, however, we
urge researchers to choose a theoretically relevant neighborhood
definition when aiming to answer questions related to child health
and development and argue that an ego centric neighborhood def-
inition will likely be more theoretically relevant for children’s
lived experiences than utilizing administrative boundaries. For
example, ego centric buffers help to overcome issues related to
spatial misclassification and edge effects that are present when
researchers rely on administrative boundaries. Additionally, larger
rural areas may be too homogenous with respect to NDI calcula-
tions and further investigation into how to best measure NDIs is
warranted, approaches such as dasymetric mapping as well as uti-
lizing remotely sensed ancillary data have been recommended (see
e.g., Baud et al., 2010). In urban areas, it is clear that researchers’
choice of neighborhood definition and scale will impact the quan-
tification of children’s exposure to neighborhood deprivation and
thus will likely in turn have impacts on the extent to which neigh-
borhood deprivation is found to impact children’s health and
development. A growing body of work has demonstrated that rela-
tively small, ego centric buffers may be the most relevant for urban
areas (for a review see: Duncan et al., 2018). We also note the pol-
icy implications of this research, including recognizing that the
most theoretically appropriate neighborhood definition may not be
a policy relevant unit.

Future work on child health and development thus would greatly
benefit from a characterization of neighborhood context that is made
on theoretical grounds rather than solely on data availability
(Duncan et al., 2014). For researchers who are focused on precise
measurement of developmental outcomes, this may be particularly
difficult as measurement of neighborhood context may be a post-hoc
addition to a study which is conducted with few resources and as pri-
vacy concerns may limit the ability to collect actual address data.
The FLP data thus present a unique opportunity as the study contains
rich longitudinal data on family processes and children’s outcomes
from birth through young adulthood including detailed geographical
data. By providing descriptive information on neighborhood depri-
vation across multiple administrative and ego-centric neighborhood
definitions, this study opens the door for more precise examination
of the ways in which children’s exposure to neighborhood depriva-
tion predicts later outcomes across multiple domains of health and
development. In seeking to answer these questions, future studies
would greatly benefit from including multiple neighborhood defini-
tions in order to understand what zones and sizes of neighborhood
geography are most predictive of children’s outcomes and to act as
sensitivity checks on the role of the neighborhood geography which
was chosen because of its theoretical relevance. Furthermore, in
investigating the roles of different zones and sizes of neighborhood
geography, future research is needed to examine how current and
historical aspects of structural racism including investments and dis-
investments in neighborhoods have shaped patterns of neighborhood
deprivation across urban and rural areas. 
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Limitations
This study is geographically limited by its focus on areas of

high rural poverty in North Carolina and Pennsylvania. Thus the
results showing how neighborhood deprivation differs based on
choice of neighborhood definition may be specific to these areas.
Furthermore, given the wide variation in the landscape of rural set-
tings, it may be that in other rural areas, like the Southwest, mea-
sured exposure to neighborhood deprivation is more sensitive to
the neighborhood definition. However, the FLP counties do cap-
ture some of this rural variation given the relatively mountainous
terrain in Pennsylvania impacting settlement patterns, which is not
found in this part of North Carolina (Vernon-Feagans et al., 2013).
Additionally, as discussed above, it is likely that the measurement
of other neighborhood characteristics not examined in this study,
could be differentially sensitive to the type and scale of neighbor-
hood buffers examined here. This may be particularly true when
counting point exposures in a neighborhood such as the number of
grocery stores. Future work defining rural neighborhoods may
consider even larger buffers perhaps based on the distance needed
to travel to obtain goods and services. Furthermore, future work
examining the prediction of neighborhood deprivation to indica-
tors of child health and development may demonstrate differences
in the neighborhood definitions that are most strongly related to
different outcomes. 

Conclusions
Measuring neighborhood deprivation in the neighborhoods in

which children live is an important step in understanding how
neighborhood socioeconomic context affects child health and
development. To advance this goal, this study examined the ways
in which measured exposure to neighborhood deprivation differs
across various definitions of children’s neighborhoods in the FLP.
Overall, results suggest that measured exposure to neighborhood
deprivation is more sensitive to differences in neighborhood defi-
nition in urban settings than in rural settings. In describing how
measured exposure to neighborhood deprivation differs across
neighborhood definitions, this study informs decision making
about defining neighborhoods in non-urban areas and opens the
door for others to use FLP data to more precisely examine the ways
in which children’s exposure to neighborhood deprivation predicts
later health and development.
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